Abstract Affect is an important feature of multimedia content and conveys valuable information for multimedia indexing and retrieval. Most existing studies for affective content analysis are limited to low-level features or mid-level representations, and are generally criticized for their incapacity to address the gap between low-level features and high-level human affective perception. The facial expressions of subjects in images carry important semantic information that can substantially influence human affective perception, but have been seldom investigated for affective classification of facial images towards practical applications. This paper presents an automatic image emotion detector (IED) for affective classification of practical (or non-laboratory) data using facial expressions, where a lot of Brealworld^challenges are present, including pose, illumination, and size variations etc. The proposed method is novel, with its framework designed specifically to overcome these challenges using multi-view versions of face and fiducial point detectors, and a combination of point-based texture and geometry. Performance comparisons of several key parameters of relevant algorithms are conducted to explore the optimum parameters for high accuracy and fast computation speed. A comprehensive set of experiments with existing and new datasets, shows that the method is effective despite pose variations, fast, and appropriate for large-scale data, and as accurate as the method with state-of-the-art performance on laboratory-based data. The proposed method was also applied to affective classification of images from the British Broadcast Corporation (BBC) in a task typical for a practical application providing some valuable insights. Multimed Tools Appl (2016) 75:4669-4695 
Introduction
The rapid development of information technology has greatly promoted the proliferation of multimedia data, either displayed on-line in the Internet or stored off-line in private repertories. Nearly all major media corporations in the world, such as CNN, Yahoo!, and BBC, have their own data warehouses with a large volume of multimedia data represented in text, image, audio or video formats that are updated every day or even every second. Take YouTube -one of the most popular video sharing website as an example; there are more than 100 hours of videos updated every second 1 . The exponential growth of multimedia data put higher demands on developing more effective technologies for multimedia indexing, labeling and classification, to enable people to effectively find and manage media as they wish.
The affect conveyed by image or video content, such as a family photograph, is a valuable source of interesting semantic information for multimedia content analysis. In most cases, viewers might prefer to watch or search data that can arouse their specific emotional experiences or reactions, such as fear or laughter. Many potential applications can be realized if images could be retrieved based on their affective content. Images indexed with emotions could be of immediate use for retrieving memorable moments, for example, the most positive life episodes.
Most existing studies on affective content analysis have either extracted low-level features (e.g., lighting, motion, texture, and color) or constructed middle-level representations (e.g., keywords, fights, and dialogs), which are further mapped into dimensional emotion spaces or categorized emotion classes. These studies are generally criticized for their incapacity to address the affective gap between low-level features and high-level human affective perception [25] , which is often subjective and time-varying [31] .
High-level features in multimedia content, such as the facial expression of subjects, carry important semantic information that can substantially influence human affective perception. A face with a fear emotion often imposes similar affect on the viewer. However, existing facial expression recognition (FER) systems [62] are often constrained to artificially evoked emotions and strictly controlled environmental conditions. It is still a challenge to develop robust FER systems that are able to work under different variations in practical applications, such as illumination, pose, face size etc. The use of FER for affective classification of practical data, such as News or website images, has been seldom investigated previously.
This paper presents one of the first pilot studies on affective classification of images using facial expressions in a more challenging environment closer to the wild. There are four major contributions: 1) we present a novel machine-learning based automatic image emotion detector (IED), which builds multi-view versions of face and fiducial point detectors combined with point-based texture and geometry features for robustness and accuracy, 2) we perform a series of experimental comparisons on the key parameter of the IED system to achieve an optimized performance with high accuracy and a fast processing speed, both of which are critical for practical applications, 3) we conduct a comprehensive set of experiments with existing and new datasets to prove the robustness to pose variations, fast processing speed and state-of-theart performance of the IED system on both realistic and laboratory-based data, and 4) we apply the system into affective classification of images from the BBC, typical for a practical application, providing novel insights into challenges in such applications. This paper is also an extension and continuation of our previous work [65] . In [65] , we compared the FER performance of three texture features (local binary pattern-LBP, scaleinvariant feature transform -SIFT, and Gabor wavelets) and their combinations with facial animation parameters (FAPs) based geometric features, and found that the LBP descriptor is superior to SIFT and Gabor in both the accuracy and computational performance on realistic facial expression data, while SIFT performs the best on laboratory-based data. Thus, the LBP descriptor is adopted in the proposed IED system. Size normalization is also added after face detection to achieve robustness to image size variations. We further exploit several key parameters of the LBP descriptor for obtaining best performance for practical applications.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related work and Section 3 presents the system framework. The experiments on public datasets and experiments with the BBC practical application are reported in Sections 4 and 5 respectively. Section 6 draws some conclusions.
Related work

Affective content analysis
Most existing studies on affective content analysis extracted a set of low-level features (e.g., lighting, motion, texture, and color) and mapped it into categorized emotion classes or dimensional emotion spaces (e.g., arousal-valence). These mappings are based on either the knowledge learnt from theories of psychology [30] , art [25] , color, aesthetics, cinematography, etc. [39] ; or from employing a train-test process using machine learning algorithms, such as support vector machine (SVM) [35] , neural network [7] , hidden Markov models, and fuzzy similarity [31] . One of the first affective image classification systems is K-DIME [7] , which mapped low-level features in images to impression words using a neural network. Machajdik and Hanbury [30] classified images into eight emotional categories based on a set of color, texture, composition and face features extracted from images. Another representative work was conducted by Hanjalic and Qun [26] , who modeled arousal and valence intensities linearly and separately using two individual sets of audio-visual features extracted from video. Similar sets of audio-visual features were also used for affect based video recommendation in recent studies [10] . However, these approaches generally suffered from criticisms, such as incapability to bridge the affective gap, which is caused by the lack of correlation between the measurable signal properties (i.e., features) and the expected affective perception of the reviewer [25] , as well as the subjective and time-varying problems, which mean that the same image may generate different emotions across different subjects and different time [31] . In short, modeling high-level human perception using low-level features is still a challenge.
To reduce the affective gap, recent studies proposed to construct mid-level feature representations from low-level features that are expected to have a closer link with reviewer affective perception. Acar et al. [1] built mid-level representations from Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients and color values using convolutional neural networks, revealing an improved performance on affective classification of video clips. Liu et al. [35] used the spatial distribution of edges and color harmony, together with a set of low-level features, for affective classification of images. Other statistical bag-of-words methods, such as Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [8] and probabilistic Latent Semantic Analysis (PLSA) [28] , have also successfully applied into semantic image classification [21] . Since bag-of-words methods describe only the appearance and ignore the spatial relations of image features, a statistical local spatial relations (SLSR) model was proposed by Han et al. [23] to capture both spatial relations and statistical information. Ionescu et al. [29] predicted mid-level concepts (blood, firearms, fights etc.) for violence detection in Hollywood films. Xu et al. [60] constructed midlevel features to indicate dialog, audio emotional events and textual concepts. Although these representations have shown promising performance to infer high-level affective content, they still cannot fully reflect user affective understanding of the content.
High-level features in multimedia content, such as the face and facial expression of subjects, carry important semantic information that can substantially influence human affective perception. In real scenarios, the face in an image often strongly draws the attention of human observers and has shown as a key indication of the affect in the image [30] . The facial expression of the face is also a major way of expressing key ideas and primary moods in multimedia content, and thus it is most likely to evoke similar affective responses from reviewers. Studies (e.g., [38] ) have demonstrated that facial expressions contribute 55 % to the effect of the spoken message.
However, current systems of recognizing facial expressions from unconstrained realistic multimedia data are not fully mature, and they have to address a wide range of challenging factors, particularly variations in illumination, pose, face size, and face registration error etc. Although studies [47, 62] have attempted to address some of these variations, they are often constrained to artificially evoked emotions and strictly controlled environmental conditions. Facial expressions have not been fully exploited for affective classification of realistic images in a wild environment, and the current literature still lacks systematic investigations on FER systems for practical applications.
Facial expression representation
Facial expressions can be generally represented in three ways: 1) Emotion category. This representation method classifies an expression into one of predefined categories. The most famous and widely adopted categorical emotions are the six basic emotions -anger (AN), disgust (DI), fear (FE), happiness (HA), sadness (SA), and surprise (SU), which were found to be universal across different cultures and human ethnicities [19] . Aside from basic emotions, non-basic emotions (e.g., interest, disagreement, and pain) are also very important and have particular importance in specific applications, such as driver fatigue monitoring and pain diagnosis. 2) Facial action units (AUs). The AUs are defined in the facial action coding system (FACS) developed by Ekman and Friesen [20] to describe facial expressions. The FACS defines 44 different AUs and each AU may correspond to different facial muscle movements that could generate a certain facial action. The benefit of these AUs is that thousands of expressions and subtle facial signals (e.g., frown and wink) can be expressed by the combination of five dozens of AUs. 3) Dimensional space. The dimensional theory describes emotions using continuous axis values in an N-dimension space, in which each emotion is represented as a point or region. This theory is based on the assumption that emotion is best described in terms of latent dimensions rather than discrete categories [48] . One of the most popular 2D spaces is arousal-valence (A-V) [48] , where the arousal axis denotes the level of activation and the valence axis stands for the degree of pleasantness. Dimensional spaces have the advantage of representing a wide range of emotions, and can provide unique insights into the relationship between emotions and emotional intensity. It should be noted that most existing approaches to emotion recognition in dimensional spaces quantize the dimensions into a number of intervals, such as the four quadrants [11] , or negative and positive emotions [3] , and only few studies [66] have investigated continuous dimensions.
This paper adopts three emotion categories of positive, neutral and negative for the classification experiments, catering for the aim for practical applications where facial expressions are more complicated than pre-defined emotions. Studies [37] have shown that pure expressions of basic emotions are less frequently elicited and blends of emotional displays are often shown by humans in realistic conditions. Consequently, not all emotions that often encounter in social activities can be classified into a predefined categorical emotion. Furthermore, ambiguity in interpretation of realistic expressions often exist [65] , arising from considerable variations in the intensity and type of emotions, background, facial appearances, and the capacity of expressing facial emotions of subjects etc. By contrast, realistic expressions are easier to be categorized into positive, neutral, and negative. In addition, categories of positive, neutral and negative remain perfectly consistent with the valance axis of the A-V dimensional space, providing evidence to their psychological foundations. On the other hand, the AUs are not used here, as they represent expressions via their combinations, which may not have direct linkage or concrete meaning with a specific expression in practical applications.
Facial expression recognition
Many FER systems have been proposed previously and a recent comprehensive survey of FER can be found in [62] . In this paper, we limit our focus to reviewing only approaches that fuse texture and geometry, as both of them have been shown to convey important and complementary information for FER [41] . According to the manner of extracting texture features, approaches to fusion of geometry and texture for FER can be approximately classified into holistic, region based, or point based as shown in Table 1 .
Holistic approaches extract texture features directly from the whole face region. These texture features can be extracted by applying discriminant non-negative matrix factorization (DNMF) on difference images [32] or a spatially maximum occurrence model on the face [59] . Geometric features can be represented by grid node coordinate displacements between neutral and expressed frames [32] or the elastic shape-texture matching between neighboring pixels [59] . Active appearance model (AAM) has also been applied to extract and fuse texture and geometry for FER [6, 52] (AAM features can also be region-based). These texture features are only suitable for near-frontal faces and often require rigid face registration. The performance deteriorates when face movements, pose and size variations occur.
Region based approaches extract texture features from facial sub-regions defined based on fiducial landmarks that are either manually or automatically pre-located. The texture can be image ratio [41] , scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [70] , surface deformation [54] , wrinkles and furrows [61] , or appearance of edges [45] . Geometry can be distances, tangent vectors, and angles between landmarks [54] , facial animation parameters (FAPs) [41] , displacements and angles [61] , distances [45] , or spatial distributions of edges [70] . These texture features have the advantage of capturing local appearance of the face and retaining some robustness to pose variations. However, questions such as how to define facial regions based on fiducial landmarks and how to extract consistently discriminative features from these regions remain unresolved, as the shapes of the regions are prone to the effects of pose variations and inaccurate locations of landmarks.
Point based approaches extract texture features around fiducial facial points. By taking advantage of the high robustness of facial points to face variations, these approaches achieve more robust features and do not require determination of rules to define facial regions. Zhengyou et al. [69] combined point based Gabor features and geometric positions of key points. Peng et al. [46] fused point based Gabor texture and geometric distances and areas for FER on a self-constructed lab-based database. This way of extracting texture has been recommended for FER in practical applications [22] .
Nearly all the approaches mentioned earlier are benchmarked on lab-based databases. The use of facial expressions for affective classification of realistic data has not been fully exploited. This paper proposes a point-based emotion detector to address this issue. The facial points are detected by the most widely used Viola-Jones (VJ) detector [55] and the active shape model (ASM) [15] , to facilitate fair comparisons with previous studies. It should be noted that many extensions have been proposed to both the VJ detector and ASM. For instance, the original VJ algorithm has been enhanced from the aspects of feature space (e.g., joint Haar-like feature [42] and adaptive skin-map [4] ), classifier learning (e.g., Floatboost [34] ), and detector structure (e.g., Width-First-Search tree [12] ) etc. A comprehensive review on these extensions can be found in [67] . Similarly, various types of improvements to ASM have also been recorded [40] , and recent studies also focus on 3D facial model [5] , mixture of facial parts [14, 58] , and discriminative deep model [57] .
3 System framework
Challenges for FER in a practical environment
For the purpose of correct recognition of facial expressions under unconstrained practical conditions, several major challenges need to be addressed: 1) pose variation (multiple poses) 2) face registration error (inaccurate face registration) 3) illumination variation (lighting condition) 4) facial size variation (different facial sizes across data) etc.
To solve pose variation, the proposed IED system builds multi-view face detector & face tracker to address each range of pose angles individually.
To tackle face registration error, the IED extracts texture and geometry features based on fiducial facial points. This way of extracting features has been recommended for FER in practical applications [22] .
To handle illumination variation, the IED extracts texture using local binary pattern (LBP) descriptors that have proved robustness to illumination variations, and geometric distances from facial points that are little impacted by illumination variations.
To ensure robustness against facial size variation, the IED applies size normalization to the facial region and to the geometric distance features. Figure 1 shows a framework for the image emotion detector (IED) system. For an input image or video frame, the face region and 68 facial points are detected using multi-view versions of the popular Viola-Jones (VJ) detector [55] and the ASM [15] respectively. Local binary pattern (LBP) descriptors [43] are extracted around 53 interior facial points and further concatenated into a single vector representing texture features. A subset of the most discriminative features is selected using the minimal redundancy maximal relevance criterion (mRMR) algorithm [24] . Geometric features composed of 43 distances defined using an ASM and FAPs are also extracted. A feature-level fusion of the top LBP texture subset and 43 facial animation parameter (FAP) based distances (denoted as BLBP+FAP^) is then employed and a support vector machine (SVM) or regression (SVR) with a RBF kernel is trained for classifying emotions or obtaining the likelihood in each emotion.
Framework
The systematic framework is adopted largely from our previous system [65] , which employed a fusion of SIFT and FAP features, and an SVM classifier for FER in the wild. However, there are three improvements to the techniques in the proposed framework: a) the LBP descriptor replaces SIFT for texture feature extraction, as it has shown better overall accuracy and computational performance over SIFT and Gabor features on realistic data [65] , b) a stage of size normalization is applied to facial regions from the VJ detector to achieve robustness to the changes of image size, and c) an SVR is included to obtain the probability or intensity of each emotion for indexing practical images. 1) Face and facial point detection. To achieve robustness to pose variations in practical facial images, multi-view versions of the VJ detector and ASM are built to detect facial regions and 68 fiducial facial points as shown in Fig. 2a , respectively. The multi-view VJ detector is built in such a way that the frontal, left and right profile detectors available in OpenCV are applied consecutively when no face has been found by previous detectors. The right profile is implemented by applying the left profile detector on left-right clipped images.
To train the multi-view ASM, three image sets were collected from the Internet covering different natural emotions, corresponding to pose ranges of [-60, 20] , [-20, 20] , and [16, 19] degrees, respectively. Each set has approximate 100 images and a sample set is shown in detected facial region is also normalized by scaling the distance between the two eyes to a size of 45 pixels. Therefore, the proposed system is robust to the changes of image resolution provided that the facial region is adequately large in size (i.e., equal or larger than 90 pixels, which is twice the distance between the two eyes). 2) Texture and geometry feature extraction. Both texture and geometric features are extracted from the local patches around the 53 interior points detected by ASM (index from 16 to 68 in Fig. 2a ). The point-based feature extraction helps to maintain a reasonable degree of tolerance to face registration error and pose variations, and has demonstrated robustness to various challenging variations in previous studies [53] and has also been recommended for FER in practical applications [22] .
Texture LBP [43] labels each pixel in an image as binary number by applying thresholds to neighborhood pixels with the center value, then accumulates the occurrence of different binary patterns, yielding a histogram as the texture descriptor of the image. Our previous results [64] on spontaneous FER data also show that LBP outperforms SIFT and Gabor wavelet as a feature set in terms of both accuracy and computation. This paper collects uniform patterns LBP 8,2 u2 with 59 histogram bins from a certain size of patches centered at each of 53 points and features of all points are then combined, resulting in a histogram with 3,127 bins as illustrated in Fig. 3 . This way of extracting texture features from these points is inspired by previous results [49] that the top LBP features are from facial regions/points around the mouth, nose and eyes.
Geometry includes 43 distances between 53 interior points, which are directly adopted from [63] . These distances are calculated based on facial animation parameters (FAPs) [44] defined in the ISO MPEG-4 standard (part 2, visual), which have been demonstrated as a sparse, compact, yet information-rich representation of the facial shape [27] . Fig. 4 gives a visual illustration of FAP points and two samples of the extracted distance features. FAPs also can handle arbitrary faces through the use of FAP units and have the merits of being robust to translations and rotations of the facial geometry, and do not require compensation for face movements. Therefore, they are suitable for working on real-world data. 3) Discriminative texture feature selection. The mRMR [24] algorithm is used to select a subset of the most discriminative texture features, which has shown better performance over Adaboost and SVM for feature selection on multiple FER databases [64] , and has also outperformed PCA, mutual information, and genetic algorithm [33] . From a continuous input feature D k , its discrete version D k is obtained based on the mean value μ k and the standard deviation σ k of all features:
where σ is set to 0. Texture Feature Vector [16] is a supervised learning algorithm that is widely used for analyzing data and recognizing patterns. It is also arguably the most widely adopted classifier for facial expression analysis in the current literature, and thus the adoption of SVM facilitates fair performance comparisons of our approach with previous approaches using the same SVM classifier. For each image, SVM or support vector regression (SVR) is used to obtain the emotion category or the likelihood in each emotion category. The implementation of a multiple-class SVM or SVR with a RBF kernel in the LIBSVM [13] is adopted (type of SVM/SVR: C-SVC, and parameters: cost C=1 and gamma=1/num_features). The multiple-emotion-class problem is solved by the one-versus-all strategy for each emotion and the average accuracy over all emotions is used as the final result.
Experiments
Databases
1) The GENKI-4K [56] is an image dataset that was specifically collected for practical smile detection. dataset [65] comprises of an image subset and a video subset collected from three webbased and broadcast resources: News, TV drama, and YouTube. The image subset is formed by extracting 2-6 typical frames from each video clip to represent facial expressions with different emotion intensities, face poses, and illumination conditions etc., yielding 2,927 images from 219 subjects (102 females and 117 males). All images have the size ranging from 480×360 to 1024×576 pixels, and are annotated with (a) six basic emotions plus neutral and (b) positive, neutral, and negative, by five subjects. For the experiment here, 2,489 images annotated with positive, neutral and negative emotions are used (samples shown in Fig. 6 ). It can be seen that images from both the GENKI-4K and QUT-FER datasets have realistic variations in pose, illumination, and face size etc. They are also expected to have face registration error as the facial region is directly adopted from the results of using ViolaJones and no registration such as rotation of the face to a frontal view and alignment of the face based on accurate location of the eyes is applied to it. There are also other varying factors that cannot be observed directly from the images by eyes, such as compression level and codec formats of the original video resources, but the variations in these factors between images may also exert a certain level of impact on the classification performance. Thus, they are capable of evaluating the robustness of the proposed system under these variations. Table 2 shows the distribution of all images across different types of emotions on the two datasets, and that of successfully detected images after face detection and facial point location stages using the Viola-Jones and ASM.
Comparisons of key parameters
To achieve the best performance of the IED system, this part compares several key parameters of relevant algorithms. The performance is averaged over 10 random subject-independent cross-validations. To be specific, we first divide all images into different sets in a way that all images from the same subject are included in only one set. Then we randomly select 10 % for the testing set and the other 90 % for the training set, and repeat the process 10 times to generate average performance. The system was developed using Matlab 7.6.0 and Visual Studio 2010 under a laptop configuration of core duo 1.66GHz CPU and 2GB memory. 1) Dimension of LBP features selected by mRMR. Table 3 shows impact of the dimension of LBP features selected by the mRMR algorithm on the performance of the IED system. The computational time is the average cost for a testing image. As can be seen, for both the datasets, a larger dimension of LBP features leads to constantly higher accuracy and longer computation, but the increases on accuracy are not as fast as those on computation.
The proposed system has a real-time processing speed on the GENKI-4K dataset and can process more than 10 images per second on the QUT-FER dataset. The big difference in the computation between the two databases is mainly due to the difference in the image size. LBP+FAP has slightly higher accuracy using 200 LBP compared to using 300 LBP features on the GENKI-4K dataset. This necessitates choosing a suitable dimension of LBP features that is able to keep the best accuracy and computation. In this paper, the top 200 LBP features selected by the mRMR algorithm are used in the proposed system. 2) Size of LBP extraction patches. Another important factor for LBP features in the proposed system is the size of point-based facial patches from which LBP features are extracted. Table 4 illustrates the impact of the size of LBP extraction patches on the performance. The top 200 LBP features selected by the algorithm plus 43 FAP features are used. As can be seen, the size of 8×10 amongst the four sizes produces the highest accuracy for both the two datasets. In addition, it also has the most stable performance on the GENKI-4K dataset as demonstrated by one-standard deviation intervals. By contrast, the change of the size also has little impact on the computation. Thus, the size of 8×10 is used for LBP feature extraction in the proposed system. 3) Number of LBP extraction points detected by ASM. As the LBP texture features are extracted from patches centered at 53 facial points detected by ASM, features from different points may carry different discrimination capacities for emotion classification. Fig. 7 shows the distribution of the top 200 LBP features over 53 facial points and the visualized spatial distribution on the face. It can be seen that facial points with indices larger than 25 contain nearly all the selected features for smile detection on the GENKI-4K dataset, and a significant proportion of the selected features for three emotion classification on the QUT-FER dataset. These facial points are mainly distributed in regions of the mouth and nose, while few in regions of the eyes and eyebrows. It is also found that no feature is selected from points with indices of 30, 32, and 53, and this implies that the upper part of the nose region contains little useful features for emotion classification. Based on the distribution frequency of each point, the indices of the top 10 points for GENKI-4K and QUT-FER datasets are [14, 15, 37, 40, 42, 45, 55, 58, 67, 70] and [14, 15, 40, 42, 45, 55, 58, 66, 67, 70] , respectively. It is interesting to observe that the two databases share 9 out of the top 10 points (indices: [14, 15, 40, 42, 45, 55, 58, 67, 70] ). It seems that the same small set of facial points carries the most discriminative information for FER across different emotion classes and different datasets, and thus, it is advisable to adopt only LBP features from these points. Table 5 compares the performance obtained using LBP features from the selected top 9 facial points versus from all 53 facial points. It can be seen that using selected points achieves accuracy comparable to using all points on the GENKI-4K dataset, and there is only a 2.7 % accuracy reduction on the QUT-FER dataset, and it is not statistically significant. As for the computational time, substantial reductions (i.e., 15.4 and 34.2 milliseconds) have been observed for both the datasets due to using the selected points. It can be concluded that using LBP features from the top 9 points leads to a small accuracy reduction but brings a substantial speed benefit. Thus, the top 9 facial points are used in the proposed system. There are also a small proportion of bins that exhibit significantly different frequencies between the two databases, indicating that some bins are of specific significance for classifying different emotion classes (i.e., smile detection vs. three emotions classification). The indices of the top 10 bins for the GENKI-4K and QUT-FER datasets are [1, 20, 21, 23, 29, 34, 35, 43, 45, 63] , and [1, 5, 12, 23, 29, 34, 43, 46, 53, 63] , respectively. Similar to the results for facial points, the two datasets also share a large proportion of the top LBP histogram bins (i.e., 6 out of 10 points: [1, 23, 29, 34, 43, 63] ). Thus, it can be concluded that a small subset of LBP histogram bins and facial points carries the most discriminative information for FER across emotion classes and datasets. Figure 9 compares the performance obtained using all LBP bins (AllBin), the top 6 bins (SelBin), and the top 6 bins from only the top 9 facial points (SelBin+SelPoint). As can be observed, there are less than 3 % accuracy reductions using the selected top 6 bins compared to using all bins on the two datasets, and the performance differences are not statistically significant. However, when the top 6 bins from only the top 9 points are used, the accuracy reductions increase rapidly and are 5 and 12 % for the GENKI-4K and QUT-FER datasets respectively. The results seem to indicate that the selected LBP bins are able to achieve accuracy comparable to using all bins, but when using the selected bins from only a small set of top facial points, the accuracy declines dramatically. It should note that there is little improvement to the speed, as all bins have to be pre-extracted in these cases. Since the proposed system has already used the top 9 facial points, all LBP histogram bins are adopted here.
5)
Fusion of texture and geometry features. Is it indeed necessary to fuse texture and geometry features for FER in realistic images? Fig. 10 compares the classification accuracy between LBP, FAP features and their fusion. It can be seen that fusion of LBP and FAP features leads to slightly higher accuracy (about 1 %) than texture features, but statistically significant higher (more than 20 %) than FAP features. Further, there is nearly no increase in the computation, as the time used for calculating FAP features is almost ignorable compared to that for LBP features (not shown here). The results confirm the benefit to fuse texture and geometry features in the proposed system in terms of accuracy and computation. Fig. 9 Performance comparisons of using all LBP bins, the top 6 bins, and the top 6 bins from only the top 9 facial points The performance of the IED system is tested using images with pose variations and also compared with using SIFT features and previous results.
1) Classification performance under pose variations. Table 6 It should note that using all images leads to the highest accuracy of 92 %, and this implies that it is the best to use training images with various levels of pose variations for robust performance. Thus, the IED system has shown promising robustness to pose variations that are expected in practical conditions. 2) Performance comparisons with SIFT features. Is it a better option to adopt LBP features for FER in realistic images compared to other widely used texture descriptors, such as SIFT? Fig. 11 compares their classification performance on the GENKI-4K and QUT-FER datasets. As can be observed, fusion of LBP and FAP has 5 % higher accuracy than fusion of SIFT and FAP on average on the GENKI-4K dataset. For the QUT-FER dataset, LBP+ FAP still outperforms SIFT+FAP before the dimension of texture features reaches 200, after which they tend to perform similarly. With respect to the computation performance, LBP features shows great advantage over SIFT features. For instance, when the top 200 texture features are used, the time required for calculating LBP and SIFT features is 33.1 and 611.5 milliseconds respectively on the GENKI-4K dataset, and 93.2 and 6,626.7 milliseconds respectively on the QUT-FER dataset. Therefore, LBP outperforms SIFT features in both accuracy and computation on the two datasets using the fusion method. 3) Performance comparison with previously reported results. The performance of the proposed system is also compared with previously reported results on both realistic datasets (i.e., GENKI-4K and SFEW) and laboratory-based dataset (i.e., NVIE) as shown in Table 7 . For fair comparisons, the same evaluation protocols defined in the compared previous studies are used to obtain the performance of the proposed system. For compared studies that have multiple classification results, only the highest accuracy is used for the comparisons. Note that the results in [9] are based on manually registered faces in four-fold cross validations, and those in [56] are based on registered faces using an automatic eye finder.
When evaluated on the GENKI-4K dataset, the proposed system using LBP+FAP and SVM has 7.8 and 2.3 % higher accuracy than the approaches using LBP and SVM in [2] and using pixel intensity differences (PID) and Adaboost classifier in [9] , and maintains a similar performance to those approaches using Pixel Mask and ANN in [17] and using HOG and SVM in [36] . Its performance is 1.7 and 4.3 % lower than those obtained using LBP and GEF features and SVM classifier in [56] , which may be due to the fact that it extracts features from only 53 facial points, as opposed to these approaches that use features from the whole face region. Thus, useful features that exist in other facial regions are not utilized in the proposed system. For the SFEW-SPI dataset, there is an improvement of 7.14 % compared with the baseline accuracy of 19.0 % obtained using combined LPQ and PHOG features and a non-linear SVM classifier in [18] . Its performance is competitive to the best result of the HOG and SVM approach [36] , with enhanced training by constructing reference manifolds and performing semi-supervised clustering on unlabeled data. The proposed system also outperforms the BeFIT workshop baselines in [18] in the aspects of precision, recall and specificity for classifying seven emotions as shown in Table 8 . For laboratory-based data, the proposed system outperforms all compared previous studies in [50, 51, 68] using NVIE images. It should be noted that our approach is the only one, among all benchmarked approaches, that does not require face registration and does not put any requirement on pose, face size and illumination etc. By contrast, the features used in these previous studies are generally based on the assumption of a normalized face with a frontal view and little in-plane or out-of-plane rotations. Thus, the proposed system achieves state-of-the-art performance on both realistic and laboratory-based datasets.
Practical applications
This section applies the IED system to provide insights into an image subset from the British Broadcast Corporation (BBC) regarding the presence of faces and facial expressions. It demonstrates the potential of using the human face towards affective labeling, classification, and retrieval of realistic multimedia data in practical applications, which has not been fully exploited by existing studies.
Dataset and problem description
The BBC's ELVIS image dataset 2 is a large archive that covers a wide range of topics and occasions, from news photography to in-house studio shots of actors. Many pictures were taken from before the existence of the Internet, reaching back to 1900s, which are rare in other databases. To enable search and re-use, images are all labeled with a title, a short human made description, and copyright information. If relevant for a specific picture, a location or personality field is also filled. A problem with this dataset however is the absence of any ground truth data relating to the presence of faces or their emotional expression, so that the proposed IED system could be of practical use here in providing insights into such ground truths. A subset of 5,000 images is randomly selected and used for the experimental evaluation in this paper. In most cases there are one or more people in the picture, but the subset also includes other images such as those of the recently discovered skeleton of the English king Richard the III, where no actual person is visible. Images without any detected faces or with multiple faces were excluded as they make manual inspection of the results harder.
First impressions
The number of images is too large to assess classification results for all images individually. For a first impression, we sorted the pictures according to their likelihood in each of the three emotion classes, positive, negative, and neutral. The most positive faces were very convincingly happily smiling; while the least positive ones were looking very surly and unhappy, see Figs. 12a and b.
The neutral class overlapped with some of the positive class, and most neutral faces were identical to the least positive ones. Most of negative faces were more problematic, containing many instances of people talking with an open mouth, such as politicians giving a speech or taking part in a debate as shown in Fig. 12c . In the authors' opinion, these faces were mostly neutral rather than negative. The negative class also contained many false positives from the To illustrate the impact of the mouth region on the performance, we compare the distributions of the height of the mouth region between images from positive, neutral and negative emotions as shown in Fig. 13 . Table 9 shows the differences in the mean and standard deviation between the distributions. The height of the mouth region is calculated as the distance between top and bottom points of the lip (i.e., points indexed 52 and 58 in Fig. 2a) normalized by the distance between the two eyes. As can be seen, positive emotion tends to have the highest openness of the mouth, which is followed by negative while neutral has the smallest. This explains our result that it is more challenging to distinguish negative from positive or neutral, because a negative image with an open mouth might actually belong to positive or neutral. However, there is no significant difference in standard deviations between the distributions.
Further insights
This informal analysis of the results revealed that images of a person speaking were often misclassified due to the open mouth position. In realistic applications that work with large datasets like precision is often more important than recall, as the user will immediately see misclassified images, but is less likely to notice 'missing' images in a particular emotion class. Automatically identifying faces with an open mouth for emotion classification is still a challenge, but very helpful for not losing a user's trust into the system. In addition to the emotion classification, a system to detect faces with an open mouth due to speaking was trained: Out of the dataset of 5,000 images, 246 were classified as having an open mouth. Manual inspection showed that precision was very good, if the face and facial feature point detection were correct, so was the classification of there being an open mouth in nearly all cases. A few images showed people laughing with an open mouth, and while in a strict sense they were correctly classified as having an open mouth, from an application point of view they would ideally be classified as having a positive expression instead -even though missing a face with a positive expression would be acceptable to most application if it noticeable improves overall precision. A relatively large number of false positives from the face detection were also classified as having an open mouth. Overall, the number of detected open mouth faces was relatively small, and recall was hard to approximate on this unlabeled dataset. The influence on the results of the negative emotion class was also relatively small, leading to an overall unconvincing impression for this class. This suggests the need for further targeted efforts to distinguish negative from other emotions.
Conclusion
This paper presents an automatic image emotion detector (IED) that is capable of classifying affective states from facial images captured from uncontrolled environments with variations in illumination, pose, face size and registration error etc. To achieve the best performance in both accuracy and computation, experiments are conducted to compare a set of key parameters of the system. Experiments on the GENKI-4K and QUT-FER image datasets, and performance comparisons on realistic and laboratory-based data demonstrated state-of-the-art accuracy and robustness to realistic pose variations. The proposed system has real-time processing speed on the GENKI-4K dataset and can process more than 10 images per second on the QUT-FER dataset.
The experiment with BBC image subset was crucial to provide insight into the practical opportunities and challenges with facial expression recognition. Preliminary results confirm the feasibility of utilizing facial expression for affective image classification. The results have indicated the need to improve the proposed FER framework to include a step to distinguish negative from other emotions and recognize the state-of-the-mouth (e.g., open mouth vs. emotional mouth), which has a big influence on the overall accuracy.
To become fully applicable for practical scenarios, the proposed system can be further improved from several aspects, by 1) implementing the system using more efficient languages (e.g., C and C++) instead of Matlab, to achieve optimized processing speed, 2) employing more advanced algorithms (e.g., rotation invariant multi-view face detection [12] ) instead of the original Viola-Jones algorithm for more accurate detection of facial regions, 3) adopting recently proposed facial landmark detection models (e.g., constrained local model [14] and mixtures of parts [58] ) instead of the ASM to achieve more robust facial points tracking under unconstrained environments, 4) investigating a binary classification of negative vs. the rest for more accurate recognition of negative emotion, and 5) representing appearance differences in the mouth regions with an open mouth and an emotional mouth using texture descriptors, such as LBP, for the identification of the state-of-the-mouth. Jana Eggink is a Senior Technologist in the Research and Development at the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC). She is mostly working with multimedia, from speaker identification and scene segmentation to recommendation and classification systems for music, videos and TV programmes. The current focus of her work is content discovery for the BBC archives.
